Inside a combinatory algebra, there are 'internal' versions of the nite type structure over !, which form models of various systems of nite type arithmetic. This paper compares internal representations of the intensional and extensional functionals. If these classes coincide, the algebra is called ft-extensional. Some criteria for ftextensionality are given and a number of well-known ca's are shown to be ft-extensional, regardless of the particular choice of representation for !. In particular, D A , P ! , T ! , H ! and certain D 1 -models all share the property of ft-extensionality. It is also shown that ft-extensionality is by no means an intrinsic property of ca's, i.e. that there exists a very concrete class of ca's -the class of re exive coherence spacesno member of which has this property. This leads to a comparison of ft-extensionality with the well-studied notions of extensionality and weak extensionality. Ft-extensionality turns out to be completely independent.
Introduction
Combinatory logic contains the means for introducing natural numbers, functions on the natural numbers, functions on functions on the natural numbers and so on. Any model of combinatory logic, i.e. any combinatory algebra, comes therefore along with an internal representation of the natural numbers and nite type functionals. In particular, it comes along with an intensional and an extensional nite type structure.
At rst sight, there is no immediate reason for expecting that these classes of functionals are closely related or even coincide. After all, extensional functionals are locally determined by the restricted graph of a lower type argument, whereas intensional functionals may also take other data, such as the di erent ways of representation, of a lower type functional into consideration in order to determine the value. In particular, as we are in an untyped structure, it is to be expected that the value an intensional functional is assigning to a lower type argument may depend on its extended graph, i.e. the applicative behaviour of that argument outside the type structure. However, behind the scenes, this turns out to be not always the case. In quite a number of very well-known models the two type structures do coincide. The purpose of this paper is therefore to compare internal representations of the intensional and extensional nite type structures. It is organized as follows:
In section 2, we collect some well-known notions and facts concerning combinatory algebras. The notion of a ca + is taken from Beeson 1985] .
The section ends with the introduction of nite type extensionality: a combinatory algebra is called ft-extensional if the internal representations of the intensional and extensional nite type structure coincide.
In section 3, a criterion for ft-extensionality is given. Here, we only consider monotone combinatory algebras, i.e. combinatory algebras in which application is monotone. Such a combinatory algebra is called nite type connected, if every pair of equivalent functionals is connected via a zigzag consisting of functionals of the same type.
In section 4, we exploit the notion of ft-connectedness: D A , P ! , D 1 obtained from a complete lattice, H ! and T ! all turn out to be ft-connected and therefore ft-extensional.
Finally in section 5, we show that ft-extensionality is by no means an intrinsic property of combinatory algebras. However, nding combinatory algebras that are not ft-extensional, does not seem to be an easy business. We had to resort to so-called re exive coherence spaces, and it is worth pointing out that this kind of semantics was not conceived as models of combinatory logic or pure -calculus, but provided the rst denotational model of second order -calculus. Section 5 also includes a comparison of ft-extensionality with the well-studied notions of extensionality and weak extensionality. It turns out to be completely independent.
Preliminaries
To x our terminology and notation, we shall collect in this preliminary section a few well-known notions and facts.
De nition 2.1 (i) An applicative structure is a structure (A; ) with a binary operation on A, called application.
(ii) A combinatory algebra (ca) is a structure (A; ; K; S) with (A; ) an applicative structure and K; S 2 A such that for all a; a 0 ; a 00 2 A (1) Kaa 0 = a, (2) Saa 0 a 00 = aa 00 (a 0 a 00 ).
As in algebra a a 0 is usually written as aa 0 and (:::((a 1 a 2 )a 3 ):::a n ) will be abbreviated by a 1 a 2 :::a n . (iii) A ca + is a structure (A; ; K; S; 0; S N ; P N ; D; N) with (A; ; K; S) a ca, 0; S N ; P N ; D 2 A and N A satisfying (3) 0 2 N^8a 2 N( S N a 2 N^P N (S N a) = a^S N a 6 = 0 ); (4) 8a 2 N( a 6 = 0 ! P N a 2 N^S N (P N a) = a ); (5) 8a; a 0 2 N8b; b 0 2 A( Dbb 0 aa = b 0^( a 6 = a 0 ! Dbb 0 aa 0 = b ) ):
A common and important feature of nontrivial ca's , i.e. ca's the cardinality of which exceeds 1, is that in them one can de ne the additional combinators 0; S N ; P N and D with the aid of the combinators K and S. These are standard tricks in combinatory logic of which we shall now give a avour (cf. also Barendregt 1984, ch.6,x2] and introduce the combinatory numerals, the successor S N and predecessor P N : 0 := I; 0 := 0; n + 1 := y:y?n; N := fnjn 2 !g S N := xy:y?x; P N := x:x?:
Obviously 0; S N n; P N n + 1 2 N, P N (S N n) = n and S N (P N n + 1) = n + 1. It is also readily checked that S N n 6 = 0. Note, however, that nontriviality is essential for this inequality to hold.
To prove (5) RECaa 0 0= FIX(R)aa 0 0 = R(FIX(R))aa 0 0 = if 0> then a else a 0 (P N 0)(F IX(R)aa 0 (P N 0)) = if > then a else a 0 (P N 0)(F IX(R)aa 0 (P N 0)) = a and RECaa 0 n + 1= FIX(R)aa 0 n + 1 = R(FIX(R))aa 0 n + 1 = if n + 1> then a else a 0 (P N n + 1)(F IX(R)aa 0 (P N n + 1)) = if ? then a else a 0 n(FIX(R)aa 0 n) = a 0 n(FIX(R)aa 0 n) = a 0 n(RECaa 0 n) Hence on the set N of numerals we have explicit de nition (via x) and primitive recursion; Z := K0 represents the zero-function and n i := x 1 :::x n :x i a projection. We thus have all primitive recursive functions available and can therefore construct a term t such that tnm = jn ? mj. The numerical de nition-by-cases operator D can then be de ned by D := xyuv:if tuv> then x else y:
The reason why we de ne the expansion separately is that we don't want to restrict ourselves in the choice of models by the special relationship between the additional constants and the combinators K; S. D A is clearly nontrivial and can thus be expanded to a ca + . Consider the special case where A = !. Here instead of appealing to the combinatorial construction in proposition 2.2 one can de ne N; 0; S N ; P N and D directly by N = ffng j n 2 !g; 0 = f0g; S N = f(fng; n + 1) j n 2 !g; P N = f(fn + 1g; n) j n 2 !g; D = f(B; (C; (fng; (fmg; b)))) 2 G(!) j n; m 2 !( ( n = m^b 2 C ) _ ( n 6 = m^b 2 B ) )g:
We leave the veri cation of 2.1 (1)- (5) In the next section we shall present su cient conditions on ca + 's in order to be ft-extensional.
FT-Connected ca + 's
The crux of the proof that every type 2 object in D ! is extensional is threefold: rstly, every pair of equivalent type 1 objects is bounded above by another type 1 object, namely it's union; secondly, application is monotone; thirdly, the numerals are consistent, i.e.
8X; Y 2 N( X Y ?! X = Y ):
The latter property, however, is independent of the special choice of N in D ! and is shared by all monotone ca + 's, i.e. ca + 's that are monotone as applicative structures.
De nition 3.1 A monotone applicative structure is a structure (A; ; v) where (A; v) is a poset satisfying for all a; a 0 ; a 00 2 A a v a 0 ?! aa 00 v a 0 a 00^a00 a v a 00 a 0 :
Lemma 3 So monotonicity guarantees consistency, or to put it in another way, the incomparability of the numerals. Monotonicity, however, does not guarantee that, as in the case of D ! , IT 2 , or in general IT n , is closed under the joins of equivalent objects. This property is an important ingredient of the proof that D ! is ft-extensional. It can, however, in a more general setting be weakened to the notion of nite type connectedness.
De nition 3.3 Let (M; v) be a monotone ca + . Then (i) a; a 0 2 IT n are called n-connected i there exists a sequence a 0 ; :::; a m+1 in IT n such that a = a 0 ; a m+1 = a 0 and a i v a i+1 or a i w a i+1 ; for all 0 i m: If a; a 0 are n-connected, we shall write this as a ! n a 0 .
(ii) M is called ft-connected i for all n 2 ! and all a; a 0 2 IT n IT n = ET n^a = n a 0 ! a ! n a 0 :
As the numerals are incomparable, one then has Having seen that ft-connectedness is a su cient condition on ca + 's in order to be ft-extensional, we can also seek for su cient conditions for ftconnectedness. The one we shall give below is again inspired by the algebraic structure of and the behaviour of application in D ! .
De nition 3.5 A monotone applicative structure M = (A; ; v) is called nitely additive in the rst argument (fafa) i for all a; a 0 ; a 00 2 A (i) a t a 0 exists in (A; v),
(ii) (a t a 0 )a 00 = aa 00 t a 0 a 00 : Proposition 3.6 Let M be fafa and M 0 be a ca + -expansion of M. Then M 0 is ft-connected. PROOF. One proves by induction on n that for all a; a 0 2 IT n IT n = ET n^a = n a 0 ?! a t a 0 2 IT n : For the induction step let a; a 0 2 IT n+1 be equivalent and assume that IT n+1 = ET n+1 . In order to prove that a t a 0 2 IT n+1 , it is su cient to prove that ata 0 2 ET n+1 , and for this it su ces to show that (ata 0 )b = ab, for all b 2 ET n . Thus let b 2 ET n . Then, as a and a 0 are equivalent, it follows that ab = a 0 b. Whence The Graphmodels P ! . (Plotkin 1972] , Scott 1975] ) P ! is a coded version of D A and has been extensively studied in the context of models for the -calculus. Its universe is P(!) and application is de ned by X Y = fm j 9e n Y ( (n; m) 2 X )g where (:; :) is some bijective coding of pairs of natural numbers and fe n j n 2 !g is some enumeration of the nite subsets of !. The structure of these models, as has been shown by Baeten and Boerboom 1979] , depends heavily on the speci c coding used in the construction. Although P ! -models and D A -models are never isomorphic as ca's (see Longo 1983] ), they enjoy the same su cient properties in order to be ft-extensional: again P ! is closed under unions and application satis es (X Y )Z = XZ Y Z:
Additive Re exive Complete Lattices. (Scott 1969 ]) The rst structures used as a mathematical foundation for the semantics of the untyped -calculus were re exive complete lattices. Let us brie y recall the key concepts.
Let A be a complete lattice. A subset A 0 A is directed if, for every nite set A 00 A 0 , there is an upper bound a 2 A 0 for A 00 . Given complete lattices A; B, a function f : A ! B is said to be Scott-continuous Note that this also covers Scott's famous inverse limit spaces D 1 where the initial space D 0 is a complete lattice.
All the examples discussed so far are complete lattices and ft-extensional by virtue of corollary 3.7. The situation is slightly more complicated with respect to the last two examples, the hypergraphmodel H ! and the model T ! .
The Hypergraphmodel H ! . (Sanchis 1979] ) Sanchis' H ! is the monotone ca (P(!); ; ) where application is de ned by X Y := fm j 8f9p9e n Y ( < f(p); n; m >2 X )g.
Here, < :; :; : > is some bijective coding of triples of natural numbers, fe n j n 2 !g is some enumeration of the nite subsets of ! and, if f is a function from ! to !, then f(p) is some code for the sequence f(0); :::; f(p ? 1).
H ! is a complete lattice but not fafa. De nition 4.4 If X 2 H ! , de ne (X) := f< ; n; m > j 9 9e k e n ( < ; k; m >2 X )g;
where we let ; ; range over codes of nite sequences and write if codes a sequence that is an initial segment of the sequence coded by . as de ned above has the following properties: Proposition 4.5 For any X; Y; Z 2 P(!):
PROOF. We leave (i) and (ii) to the reader. For (iii) observe that, since (X) \ (Y ) (X), it follows that ( (X) \ (Y ))Z (X)Z = XZ, by monotonicity and (ii). For the converse, let m 2 XZ and f be any function from ! to !. As m 2 Y Z, there are p; q 2 ! and e n ; e l Z such that < f(p); n; m >2 X and < f(q); l; m >2 Y . Hence < f(r); k; m >2 (X) \ (Y ), for r = maxfp; qg and e k = e n e l . Whence m 2 ( (X) \ (Y ))Z.
From proposition 4.5 it now follows that every pair of equivalent functionals is connected by a sequence of functionals of the same type. T ! is a subset of P(!) 2 equipped with a very special application operation. The importance of this model lies in the e ectiveness properties of its semantics and the way its natural order matches the partial order on B, the -model of B ohm-like trees. We shall neither use nor comment on these properties. The only reason for including this model in our list of examples is that it is, as opposed to the preceding examples, not a complete lattice.
For a thorough investigation of T ! we refer the reader to Barendregt and Longo 1980 ]. (ii) D (n;2m+1) := f(n 0 ; 2m) j n 0 " n^(n 0 ; 2m) (n; 2m + 1)g, D (n;2m) := f(n 0 ; 2m + 1) j n 0 " n^(n 0 ; 2m + 1) (n; 2m)g, (iii) (F (a)(b)) ? := fm j 9e n v b( (n; 2m) 2 a ?^D(n;2m) a + )g; (F (a)(b)) + := fm j 9e n v b( (n; 2m + 1) 2 a ?^D(n;2m+1) a + )g, (iv) (G(f)) ? := f(n; 2m) j m 2 (f(e n )) ? g f(n; 2m + 1) j m 2 (f(e n )) + g, (G(f)) + := f(n; 2m) j 9( e n v e l^m 2 (f(e l )) + )g f(n; 2m + 1) j 9( e n v e l^m 2 (f(e l )) ? )g:
To prevent any misgivings as to the relationship between the sets D n and the numerical de nition-by-cases operator D, let us stress that there is none. We just keep close to the notations introduced in Barendregt and Longo 1980 ? . Say m = (n; 2l) (the case m = (n; 2l + 1) is proved similarly). Then l 2 (f(e n )) ? . Now suppose that (n 0 ; 2l + 1) is an arbitrary element of D (n;2l) . Then e n and e n 0 have an upper bound in T ! , and hence e n t e n 0 2 T ! . Say e n t e n 0 = e k . Then e n 0 v e k and, since f is monotone, l 2 (f(e n )) ? (f(e k )) ? . Whence (n 0 ; 2l + 1) 2 (G(f)) + .
The fact that G(f) is saturated follows from the monotonicity of f. 
G(F(b)) u b constitutes a n + 1-connection by lemma 4.10. Hence a ! n+1 b.
In the next section we shall show that ft-extensionality is by no means an intrinsic property of ca's, i.e. that there exists a very concrete class of cas no member of which has this property.
Coherence Spaces
We have so far seen that quite a number of well-known ca's exhibit the property of ft-extensionality. The question then is whether this is necessarily so, i.e. whether ft-extensionality is an intrinsic property of ca's, or whether this is due to the particular choice of examples. In this section we shall show that the latter is the case, that, as a matter of fact, there is a whole class of ca's -the class of re exive coherence spaces -each member of which is not ft-extensional.
There is a second question which we wish to address in this section, namely the question of the interdependencies between certain degrees of extensionality within the hierarchy of ca's. In ca's, every algebraic function is representable. In so-called -algebras, this representation of algebraic functions can be given uniformly by the interpretation of -terms. In -models -or, equivalently, weakly extensional -algebras -there is even a canonical representation for every representable function, the association of which to any representable function being representable itself. In the ultimate structures of this hierarchy, extensional ca's, every representable function has a unique representative. We thus end up with three degrees of extensionality: ft-extensionality, weak extensionality and (global) extensionality. There is the well-known fact that extensionality implies weak extensionality. This however -and showing this is the second aim of this section -is the only dependency. That is, weak extensionality ft-extensionality extensionality ? 6
(1)
H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H j
(1) is known from the literature: e.g. P ! is weakly extensional without being extensional (cf. Barendregt 1984, ch.18,x1] ), and in the previous section we have already encountered an example for (2): H ! is ft-extensional but not weakly extensional (cf. Koymans 1984] ). (3) will follow from the remainder of this section. Let us rst recall some of the de nitions concerning coherence spaces and brie y review the theory of -structures obtained from them. Our exposition is based in part on Girard 1986 In particular, we have the unde ned object, ; 2 A. One may therefore consider A as a cpo (partially ordered by inclusion), and as such it is algebraic, i.e. any set is the directed union of its nite subsets. So coherence spaces are a very special sort of cpos. However, they are better regarded as undirected graphs. Elements of the set S A are called atoms. This set will also be denoted by jAj. The compatibility relation between atoms is de ned by a _ a 0 (mod A) i fa; a 0 g 2 A. This constitutes a re exive symmetric relation on jAj, so (jAj; _ ) is a graph, called the web of A.
The construction of the web of a coherence space is a bijection between coherence spaces and (re exive symmetric) graphs. From the web one can recover the coherence space by X 2 A ! X jAj^8a; a 0 2 X( a _ a 0 ): So a coherence space A is the set of all coherent subsets of jAj.
Whereas in Scott-style domain theory the functions between domains are exactly those which preserve directed joins, this is no longer the case here.
De nition 5.2 Given two coherence space A and B, a function f from A to B is stable if i) if X X 0 2 A, then f(X) f(X 0 ) (monotonicity) ii) if A 0 is a directed subset of A, then f( S A 0 ) = S f(A 0 ) (directed union) iii) if X; X 0 ; X X 0 2 A, then f(X \ X 0 ) = f(X) \ f(X 0 ) (stability).
Whereas the rst two conditions are entirely familiar from the topological setting, the third -the stability property itself -does not have any obvious topological signi cance. However, if the ordered sets A and B are considered as categories, then i) states that f is a functor, ii) that it preserves directed joins and iii) that it also preserves pullbacks. f(f0g \ f1g) = f(;) = ; 6 = fbg = f(f0g) \ f(f1g): As such, the collection of stable functions from A to B is not presented as a coherence space. However, it can be considered as belonging to this very special class of spaces. Here the crucial observation is that for a given stable function, a xed argument and a nite portion of its value there is a nite least part of that argument which su ces to give that value portion. Or loosely speaking, if one has some information on the output, one knows which part of the input was used to get it. Example 5.6 Let 1 be the coherence space consisting of ; and f0g. Then there are three stable functions from 1 to itself: f 1 (;) = f 1 (f0g) = ; f 2 (;) = f 2 (f0g) = f0g f 3 (;) = ; f 3 (f0g) = f0g: Their respective traces are T (f 1 ) = ;, T (f 2 ) = f(;; 0)g and T (f 3 ) = f(f0g; 0)g. Typically, f 3 v f 2 fails, while f 3 (X) f 2 (X) for X 2 is stable in its second argument, and, since F is monotone and preserves directed unions, it follows that is monotone and directed union preserving in its rst argument. In order to prove the stability condition for the rst argument, it is su cient to prove the second claim. Coherence spaces and rigid embeddings form a category. Girard 1986] showed that the stable function space constructor : ! s : ], the cartesian product constructor and the coalesced sum constructor + are functorial in this category. Moreover, these functors are well-behaved in the sense that recursive equations in this category written using them can be solved using standard limit constructions. In particular, the equation A = A ! s A] has nontrivial solutions which, according to theorem 5.8, provide us with nontrivial extensional -models or equivalently, nontrivial extensional ca's.
Example 5.10 Let A 0 =1 and A n+1 = A n ! s A n ]. One can de ne two stable functions S , P between A 0 and A 1 by S (;) = P (;) = ;, S (f0g) = f(;; 0)g and P (f0g) = f(f0g; 0)g. One then obtains two solutions A S ; A P to the equation A = A ! s A] by taking the inverse limit lim (A n ; n ) with initial projection S and P , respectively. The subscripts S and P are reminiscent of the two analogue solutions which were given respectively by Scott 1972] and Park 1976] In the remainder of this section we shall now assume that M is a nontrivial (not necessarily extensional) ca which is obtained in the canonical way from a re exive coherence space. That is, M = (A; ), jAj 6 = ;, A is a re exive coherence space (via F,G) and is as in de nition 5.7. We shall prove that M is not ft-extensional.
The rst thing to note about M is that A is not closed under arbitrary unions or, to put it in another way, the web of A is not the universal one. Lemma 5.11 There are a; a 0 2 jAj such that :( a _ a 0 ). PROOF. If the web of A would be the universal one, then A would be a complete lattice, and, as A is re exive, A ! s A] would be a complete lattice too. It is therefore su cient to observe that A ! s A] is not closed under arbitrary unions.
Let a 2 jAj. Then fag 2 A. So (;; a); (fag; a) 2 A fin jAj and therefore f(;; a)g; f(fag; a)g 2 A ! s A]. But as (;; a) and (fag; a) are incompatible by 5.5.i)2., it follows that f(;; a); (fag; a)g 6 2 A ! s A].
Let us now expand M to a ca + , say M 0 . Then, the next thing to note about such an expansion is that our natural numbers are not bounded above.
Proposition 5.12 8X; X 0 2 N( X X 0 2 A ?! X = X 0 ). PROOF. Let a; a 0 2 jAj be incompatible and X; X 0 2 N be bounded above. Assume X 6 = X 0 2 A and put Y = D fag fa 0 g X. Then fag = Y X 0 Y (X X 0 ); fa 0 g = Y X Y (X X 0 ); since application is monotone. Thus a; a 0 are compatible. Contradiction.
As a matter of fact, this already holds for nite approximants of the natural numbers. That is, we can carefully choose nite subsets of the natural numbers such that no pair in the resulting collection has an upper bound. This construction makes again essentially use of the fact that we have at our disposal incompatible atoms in jAj together with the D operator. The existence of this set of nite approximants allows us to construct two v-incomparable but equivalent type-1 functions. They will be both constant 0 on N, however, whereas one will be constant 0 on the whole of A, the other will exhibit this behaviour only for those arguments which are approximated by members of ?. Observe that f is stable: for the stability condition apply lemma 5.14(ii).
Thus X 0 := G(T (f)) 2 A. Moreover, X 0 Y = 0 for all Y 2 N, by lemma 5.14(i). Thus X = 1 X 0 . But X 0 ; = ; by lemma 5.14(iii).
Finally, we shall show that the nite type structures do not coincide in M 0 . The reason for this disagreement is that we have in M 0 a type-2 functional which distinguishes type-1 functions according to how much input is needed to compute the value at 0, i.e. a functional that takes the trace of a type-1 function into consideration rather than its applicative behaviour on N. 
